
The AMC Development kit provides the 
architecture and components to facilitate rapid 
development of a MicroTCA.3 module.  Our 
clearly defined process for migration to 
conduction cooled modules provides building 
blocks which are reusable across multiple 
product development cycles. 

Features:
?Complies to mTCA.3 Draft
?Open Shell Design
?Fits Most AMC Modules
?Fits a Double Wide AMC /
?Two Single Wide Modules
?Customizable Heat Plate

Three Standard Sizes:
?Half Height Modules
?Mid Height Modules
?Full Height Modules

Kit Includes:
?Upper Clamshell
?Lower Clamshell
?SolidWedge Card Retainers
?Thermal Interface Material 
?Assembly Hardware
?3D Models Available

Materials:
Aluminum 6061-T6

- Upper Clamshell
- Lower Clamshell
- SolidWedge

300 Series Stainless Steel

MicroTCA.3 can provide an optimum solution for organizations seeking a systems-
level management structure in demanding environmental applications.  With a 
mature product ecosystem, AMC modules provide system architects with modular, 
cost effective tools required for system development and deployment.  

the interoperability of MicroTCA products have been proven by numerous 
companies in both laboratory and field applications.
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Dimensions (in):
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MAX COMPONENT HEIGHT THIS 
AREA:
Compact Height:       0.256”
Mid Height:              0.456”
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Customizable Heat plate skylined to 
components (not shown / Optional)
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Based on the MicroTCA.3 Draft Specification, the Conduction 
Cooled Development Kit is designed for rapid development 
and testing of AMC Modules.  Most AMC Modules will fit 
inside one of the three standard upper clamshells.  Thermal 
interface material or thermal putty can fill the open space of 
the upper and lower clamshells to transfer heat to the card 
edge for lower wattage AMC modules.  For higher wattage 
modules, a standard 2.5mm mounting pattern in the upper 
clamshell supports customizable heat plates that can be sky-
lined to high wattage components to reduce the thermal 
resistance to the upper clamshell.  For extremely high 
wattage modules, or modules that will not fit one of the 
three standard sizes, custom clamshells can be designed 
leveraging off of the existing models.

TRUCOTS

TC - CC - 4HP - DW - S

Conduction-Cooled - CC
Air-Cooled - AC

0.60” - 3HP
0.80” - 4HP
1.20” - 6HP
1.40” - PM
1.46” - MCH

Single Wide - SW
Double Wide - DW

Splitter Kit - S
(Double Wide only)
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